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Cumnt software packages  available fmm FAO 

A the packages available, soon to  be available, FAO, 
(see attachment), the evolution of the stock assessment 
in FAO and of work out with its notably The FAO 

with the compilation of 
in the package issued in 1971, and updated in 1871 (Caddy 198 1). To some 
extent also, the adapted to developing in 

led to the of, side-by- 
side with the mathematically sophisticated size analysis techniques such as 
those included in package which was designed line 

of these of thumb' was Gulland's now famous 
equation: = these extended to the estimation of 
analytic population and following a meeting in 1981 (see and 

a wide of size-based compiled into packages that 
attempt to analyse population and and a suite of length-based 
methods began to the age-based methods established 

stocks. With  the availability of 1984), these 
of assessment began to be assembled into packages, and in the 

mid to late to 

developments in use of and have 
packages tend to be by supposedly 

packages, although in may cases the packages 
suitable, may be well. adapted to specific applications. Examples. 
the way that  the package of and the package of FAO have 

and in package. This last 
package also included in and 
nonetheless, still useful given the- specific they include. This 

is also extent 1 to 4 packages, has 
a of the  scope of application in 

development  of  the but the packages specific applications in 
assessment, that they may still be best adapted to 

This tendancy to a lot of options into a package 
may lead to and seems to have the 
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to easily 
in  stock  assessment. 

easily applied  aspects of any one  of  the 
that  aim to as 1 and 2 
stocks, analysis. Some  of 
packages  (e.g.  ANACO,  which has 
Analysis);  and  ANALEN which 

still 

A blief comment on the context 

The complexity in and  the local many 
been widely commented on, 

as the fish been discussed in 
widely used example) as 

quota  management methods to 

widely issues, it may 
be WO:& the opinion in Caddy (1993a) that the age  and  size  at 

an 
based on in which yield on of 

by at size and 
used with constant death which do not  well 

Such  data  sets,  once  available,  would 
be well suited to a would 

used successfully in to be used 
new which have  just settled to 

shelf 

synthesis, both of 
by EC colleagues in the Sea,  and 

adopt  (and adapt) those that be by existing  data. At the  same time, the 
Tiigh of of Sea suggests  that 

can be usefully used 
been 

time, evidenced by the of  the 
Consultations on  Stock Assessment  held by the 14 so. 
Combining  the and  South  technologies'  in a way at 

mix methodologies  seems  to  be  the  main  challenge  now  facing 

Possible futule FAO Soffwm and 

At the in 
assessment is will in 
change  of  emphasis.  The  emphasis  to  date  has been the 

1970's and 
~ O ' S ,  which by in and now being widely used 
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even of 
emphasis in 

such the which 
such size/age, catch and 

to and evaluation of 
the assessments. 

and use of 'one-off' 
simulations of not seem to be well adapted at this  time to an 'off-the- 

(especially assessment, and combined 
see e.g.  Smith et.al. 1993), will 

if any new which can be usefully 
and FAO in will not be placing  emphasis on 

developing  packages 'in house' but 

. We also use of 
aspects of and used of all 

of packages, e.g. 
can in even 'games' that 

the of the 

may not be too in also that as in 
we will 

which can be píayed by 
even in to test out best extension 
of  database  systems  linked with technologies, such as the being 
developed by as of a 

aimed at of EEZ's, which  may in be 
may also of catches and 
licensed fishing vessels may 

an 

We may also  see !off the shelf' special packages designed to 
example, system with accounting and 
f l ~ w  to 
packages will not  be  confined to biological assessment options,  but will have  to  be  fully 

the  flow of socio-economic  data that of a 
managed fishery. 

Given the 
would of initiative: 

1) An emphasis on database  development (e.g. is 
with basic data. intended, 

used and updated by stock a 
of past and it is envisaged that institutions 

in national of these databases will be linked 
by in  which data will  be back to FAO at 

to be that this is in 
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mode. is leading to 
of basins. 

in if becomes  a in 
can also  be calculated. Availability of such data  would  make  'Composite 

with single  and  multispecies 

2) in suggest that will be model 
for using the the  FAO 

now been 
vessel lists any fishing boat 

(i.e. A to collecting 
and  catch data  seems  fundamental to making much in the  assessment  and 

an bias  embedded  in  the 
basic  data used by all At 

but with little  modification, it could 
become  the in  which data by of 

to is used, it seems essential 
and database functions bv unit stock not 
assessment  methods  as  has been the case to 

2) A move has begun  in 
with a techniques. The 
seen a initiative in of 3 spatial  and  bioeconomic 

is adapted to as 
and isolated (no included). in 'games' 

of and should be used to 
the  need to take into account the 
effects. that inevitably comes with an attempt to 

with models: 
.of to quickly 

adapted to 

3) Although  static,  and  not  adapted to size  and  age data, model of 
at  the  moment only model 

is data- 
intensive. in the is solved,  (which doubt will be soon in  this 
region, the Gulf of Lions),  then  assistance 
from be 

3) widely used to any type of assessment, 
even the  most  complicated. (A calculating 

of was used in  Caddy 1993b).  Especially on 
the  West coast of a move use 

tools 
the in EXCEL, and which  use 

in the latest and - see  e.g. Quinn and 
(1994). The manual by and on 
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models is FAO (EXCEL) 
of this  type, which should be also on LOTUS. 

4) has been in at the use 
most notably the negative to  the 

of  the  logistic model used to fit to multispecies  catches  in  the 
Gulf  of  Lions (FAO 1988). Without  defending the above model, (which  with all its 

the of that fleet 
be question must  be  asked if the 

of be abandoned so 
at  a  time when the an in and when a 

of  the  application of size-based analytical multispecies  models 
they will be extended to all 

connection with made we  may note that many  models 
used make expiicit implicit use of the  concept of 

explicitly in the  analysis, when into advice  to  management.  We 
may question totally to 
decadal  scale  fluctuations in been noted,  and  note  that the and 

be issued by FAO,  does  not make this  assumption. fact, (as with 
use of of 

models. 

5 )  assessment, an evaluation  of of 
may in to t 

will need to in . 

been management' 
likely to be by 

Fish Stocks  now 
to is to use 

points-that and to. set limits to 
exploitation to spawning biomass, using the so-called-"Limit 

(FAO 1994). 

6) (e.g. 
can now be used a of fitting  and 

simple widely used such,  (and of 
FAO The statistical 

the advantage  that they 
assessment which (unlike  some  off  the  shelf  packages) the to follow  the 

of testing, with a to 
and of the analysis. 
is to state  explicitly  the  hypotheses tested, and the  assumptions  that 
it,  which  in itself useful 

An example  of  the use of the is 
package: is with the  attached which 
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can be applied and used  to optimise (in this  case)  the  fishing 
in the  maximum  yield with 

stock assessment. FAO 
101:  148p. 

Caddy, J.F (1981).  New  initiatives in of 
8p 

and management of 
57 (2-3):  p  121-130. 

(1993b). concepts with 
to 

55(1):  p10-18. 

du Ad des stocks dans la 
FAO les 

" 'management: 
and highly FAO Fish. 864: 52p 

(1994). The to with 
fish  stocks and highly fish stocks. FAO C871 

stock assessment.  Chapman  and 
570p (plus  floppy  disc). 

and A. A modelling  handbook. FAO 

(1984).  Fish  population  dynamics in use with 

" . and (1982). and 
9: 360p. 

Quinn,  and Szarzi, of sustained  yield in Alaska's 
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Alaska Sea 
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management. Canadian Special' publication and Aquatic 

Sciences  120. 
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